
2023 National Philanthropy Day® Award Nomination Packet

National Philanthropy Day® (NPD) is a special day set aside to recognize the great contributions of

philanthropy - and those people active in the philanthropic community - to the enrichment of our world.

We look forward to honoring these individuals and organizations as we celebrate over 30 years of the

National Philanthropy Day® event in Greater Baton Rouge on November 14, 2023.

Tips for Submitting a Successful Nomination

● The application deadline is Wednesday, May 31, 2023, at 5 PM.

● Make sure your nominee meets the minimum requirements noted on the application.

● Give comprehensively summarized answers. Use your responses to tell a story, not only to list or

record facts. Compelling, well-organized, and well-articulated content is critical for

understanding why your nominee should receive the award.

● Specifically, answer the question posed.

● Responses that verify your nominee’s involvement with multiple organizations are much

stronger than those which demonstrate your nominee’s involvement with only your

organization. Partner with those organizations to complete the nomination and include those

organizations as nominators along with your organization.

● Preference will be given to nominees that are affiliated with an AFP organization or member.

● Letters of support that specify a nominee’s impact are encouraged and can sometimes tip the

balance in a close situation.

Nomination Requirements

● The deadline for returning nominations is Wednesday, May 31, 2023, at 5 PM.

● Nominations of recipients within the last five years will not be considered.

● Make certain that the nominee will accept the award if named. Do not submit a nomination until

you have discussed the nomination with the potential nominee.

● Recipients should be available to attend the National Philanthropy Day® event on Tuesday,

November 14, 2023. Make sure nominees will be available to receive the award if selected.

● All nominations should be emailed to afpbatonrouge@gmail.com (Word or PDF format only) or

submitted through the online nomination form available on the AFP website.

Thank you for the time, thought, and energy you are putting into submitting your nominations. We look

forward to receiving and reviewing your applications!

For more information on NPD, please contact: afp.gbr.npd@gmail.com

Marci Bradley, NPD Co-chair - marci@marcibradleyconsulting.com

Jane Dunn, NPD Co-chair - jhd1200@gmail.com

Tammy V. Abshire, CFRE, Chapter Administrator – (337) 501- 5696, afpbatonrouge@gmail.com
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OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP IN CORPORATE PHILANTHROPY

The Outstanding Leadership in Corporate Philanthropy Award goes to a business or corporation that

demonstrates outstanding long-term financial support of one or more charitable causes. In addition, they

may also offer consistent employee volunteer service to one or more non-profit organizations, and serve

as an example of commitment to philanthropy.

The nomination should include:

● Evidence of direct gift support, including agencies and causes

● Description of impact of gift support and achievements accomplished through the corporation's

efforts on projects

● Evidence of encouragement and motivation is given to others to take leadership roles toward

philanthropy and community involvement (e.g., time off for employees to volunteer for

nonprofit organizations)

● The personal philosophy of the CEO regarding corporate philanthropy

● Evidence of philanthropic support of innovative approaches to solving problems

OUTSTANDING PHILANTHROPIST

The Outstanding Philanthropist Award goes to an individual who demonstrates outstanding civic

responsibility through financial support with personal contributions or through a family foundation or

donor-advised funds. A nominee must have a proven record of exceptional generosity over several years

and have actively solicited and encouraged other individuals, companies, or foundations to follow their

example.

The nomination should include:

● Evidence of direct financial support to organization or community

● Specific achievements, such as new programs, launched through the nominee's efforts

● Evidence of encouragement and motivation is given to others to take leadership roles toward

philanthropy and community involvement

● Description of participation in and support of other nonprofit organizations

● Evidence of philanthropic support of innovative approaches to solving problems



OUTSTANDING VOLUNTEER FUNDRAISER

The Outstanding Volunteer Fundraiser Award goes to an individual who demonstrates exceptional

leadership skills in coordinating groups of volunteers for one or more major fundraising projects. In

addition, there is evidence of an obvious commitment to the advancement of philanthropy in general.

The nomination should include:

● Evidence of quality of leadership and organizational ability in fundraising campaigns

● Description of time, effort, and financial commitment

● Description of fundraising goals achieved by his/her effort

● Evidence of success in recruiting and motivating others

● Description of participation in other local and national nonprofit organizations

OUTSTANDING PHILANTHROPIC SERVICE ORGANIZATION

The Outstanding Philanthropic Service Organization Award goes to a non-profit organization that

demonstrates ongoing significant financial support and volunteer involvement in one or more charitable

causes over some time.

The nomination should include:

● A full description of the project/ program(s) funded or undertaken by the nominee

● Description of how the project/program improved the quality of life for people in Louisiana and

the community

● Evidence of how projects/programs have made a measurable difference to the community

OUTSTANDING YOUTH IN PHILANTHROPY

The Outstanding Youth in Philanthropy Award goes to either an individual or a group of young people,

age 21 and under, who show a genuine commitment to service and financial support of a charitable

cause or causes over some time.

The nomination should include:

● Description in detail of what the nominee did, including goals, process, budget (if relevant) and

other people involved in the process (adult leaders or adviser, etc.), and of the time, talent,

and/or treasure the youth gave for the common good and the results that were achieved.

● Description of the impact the nominee had on the community, including numbers of people

involved, amount raised, organizations helped, etc.

● Long-term (1-2 years) impact of the nominee’s work. Will the project(s) be ongoing and has the

nominee considered the next steps or is working on other projects?

● Evidence that the project(s) can serve as a prototype for others or is easily replicable in other

communities.



OUTSTANDING PROFESSIONAL FUNDRAISER

The Outstanding Professional Fundraiser Award goes to an outstanding member of the AFP Greater

Baton Rouge Chapter who consistently practices his/her profession in an exemplary manner. Only current

AFP members may be nominated. The current NPD Chairperson or members of the Award Selection

Committee are not eligible for nomination.

The nomination should include:

● Description of individual's commitment to volunteerism and continuing professional

development including certification (CFRE, ACFRE, EAHP), conference participation, published

articles, oral presentations, and activities with AFP

● Evidence of participation and collaboration with other nonprofit organizations including

voluntary and financial support

● Description of career achievements, i.e. length and tenure of fundraising background,

experience, and results. Nominee must have at least five years of professional fundraising

experience

● Evidence of quality of leadership that is persuasive, effective, creative, and stimulating, and

evidence that the individual gives his/her best as a team member

● Membership in AFP and evidence that individual practices the AFP Code of Ethical Principles and

Standards of Professional Practice

LEGACY AWARD

The Legacy Award goes to an individual, couple, or family who has made a significant impact on Baton

Rouge organizations through a charitable planned gift. Based on the selection committee’s preference,

more than one award may be awarded in this category a year.

● Please provide evidence of planned gift support impacting Baton Rouge agencies and causes

CHAMPION OF DIVERSITY, EQUITY, & INCLUSION (DEI) AWARD

Champion of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI) honors professionals who are passionate about creating

an impact in the field of diversity and inclusion. Diversity champions continue to put diversity first

through visionary leadership and commitment to fostering change for ages to come.

● Provide evidence of ways individual supports diversity, equity & inclusion (DEI) in their

community and/or workplace.


